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N
anopore devices have developed
into an important class of single-
molecule (bio)sensors. These in-

clude both biological pores;typically em-
bedded in a lipid bilayer;and “solid-state”
nanopores, where the membrane material
is made of a highly insulating, solidmaterial,
such as Si3N4, SiO2, polymers, or graphene.1�17

The capabilities of nanopore-based biosen-
sors may even extend to ultrafast, inexpen-
sive and label-free DNA or RNA sequencing,
which has been a major driving force in this
area for many years.18�21

The operating principle of a nanopore
device is relatively simple. It consists of a
liquid cell, which is separated into two com-
partments by the thinmembrane. The latter
encompasses a small aperture, the nano-
pore, which is the only connection for ions
and fluid to be transferred between the two
compartments. Moreover, each compart-
ment typically contains one electrode, which
is in rapid redox equilibrium with the sur-
rounding electrolyte, for example, AgCl-
coated Ag electrodes immersed in a chloride-
containing electrolyte. For small pores, say
with diameters smaller than 100 nm, the
nanopore resistance Rpore is usually much
larger than the solution resistance Rs.
Hence, upon application of a constant vol-
tage E, an ion current Iion is induced that
depends on the cross-sectional area and
length of the pore channel, the conductivity
of the electrolyte, and for very small pores
also to a significant extent on the surface
charge density inside the pore.22 The ma-
jority of the potential E thus drops at the
nanopore, creating a relatively strong elec-
tric field on the order of about 106 V/m. It is
the electric field that is the major driving for
the translocation of charged biomolecules,
such DNA, RNA, or proteins.
Since a well-prepared Ag/AgCl electrode

is very close to an ideal nonpolarizable elec-
trode, there is negligible capacitive charging

and hence only a very small (and constant)
potential drop at the electrode/solution
interface. Equivalently, the definition of an
ideal nonpolarizable electrode implies fast
interfacial redox kinetics or a low (ideally
zero) charge transfer resistance Rct. Hence, a
relatively simple electric equivalent circuit
can be used to capture themain impedance
characteristics of the device, which includes
a solution resistance Rs, an effective mem-
brane capacitance Cmem and the pore resis-
tance Rpore.
On the other hand, if ideal polarizable

electrodes were used, Rct f ¥, no charge
could be transferred across the electrode/
solution interface and hence no steady-state
current could be maintained. As a conse-
quence, the voltage Ewould drop exclusively
at the electrode/solution interfaces. The po-
tential drop in solution including the nano-
pore is then zero (provided the electrolyte
concentrations are the same in both com-
partments). In reality, any electrode used is in
between these two limiting cases depending
on the nature and size of the electrode, the
solution conditions, and the appliedpotential.
The situation becomesmore complicated

when more electrodes are introduced into
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ABSTRACT Nanopore-based single-molecule sensors have become an important class of

analytical devices that have in some cases already reached the market place. Traditionally operated

in a two-electrode configuration, devices with three or more electrodes have emerged recently, for

example with a view on switching the transport properties of the nanopore or even tunneling-based

detection of analytes with the ultimate goal of inexpensive and ultrafast DNA sequencing. How do

these additional electrodes affect the current distribution in the cell and hence the sensor

performance? This is significantly less clear and thus in focus here. We use impedance modeling of a

prototypical three-electrode nanopore sensor and show that, depending on the conditions, standard

experimental device characterization is severely affected by the presence of the third electrode. On

the other hand, the simulations also provide guidelines on how to avoid such complications, identify

“safe” operating conditions, and design criteria for optimized nanopore sensors.
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the system, for example, when using electrically con-
ductive (switchable or gated) nanopores23�26 or inte-
grating a tunnelling junction with the nanopore with
potential applications in ultrafast, label-free DNA or
RNA sequencing.27�31 Importantly, these additional
electrodes may have quite different interfacial proper-
ties ranging from the ideal nonpolarizable (Rct f 0) to
the perfectly polarizable regime (Rct f ¥).
Since the current distribution in the nanopore de-

vice and hence the potential drop at the nanopore
depend on the charge transfer properties of all elec-
trodes present in the system, it is important to under-
stand their mutual influence, in order to control the
electric field across the membrane and thus the trans-
location of biomolecules during sensing or sequencing
operation. While the effect of electrode charge on the
pore translocation characteristics has been studied in
quite some detail (essentially representing the Rctf ¥
case),9,32�36 less attention has apparently been paid to
Faradaic effects, namely charge transfer at the various
electrodes and its effect on the electric driving field at
the pore.
In this paper, current/voltage relationships for the

most relevant experimental scenarios in a three-elec-
trode nanopore device are derived based on a simple
impedance model, Figure 1A/B. Focus will be in parti-
cular on the role of the third electrode and its ability to
draw (or supply) current; its charge transfer resistance
Rct can generally vary from very large to close-to-zero.
The other two electrodes will be taken as perfectly
nonpolarizable electrodes, in close analogy to a typical
nanopore sensor.
While details of the equivalent circuit inter alia

depend on the actual design of the nanopore sensor
and may vary from the circuit used here, the current

model can easily be adapted. The general approach
and main qualitative conclusions hold regardless:
namely that the main operating parameters, such as
the electric field across the nanopore membrane, the
time response of the cell, and the general performance
of the device critically depend upon the charge trans-
fer characteristics of the third electrode WE2.
Current�time and current�voltage dependences

will be derived for the most relevant modulation
schemes, namely for constant potentials of WE1 and
WE2, E1CR and E2CR, potential steps in E1CR or E2CR, for
linear ramping of E1CR or E2CR, for sinusoidal potential
modulations. One comment regarding the nomencla-
ture: It has been chosen to reflect as much information
in each parameter as possible while minimizing their
complexity. For example, E1CR refers to the potential
difference between working electrode 1 and the com-
bined counter and reference electrode “CR”, E1CR = E1�
ECR. The amplitude of a potential modulation of E1CR is
then labeled ΔE1CR and so forth (see below). A tilde on
top of a parameter indicates that it is treated in Laplace
space. Moreover, a number of important special cases
will be discussed, for example when the pore resis-
tance Rpore changes with time;as experimentally
investigated by Ayub et al.23;and when the charge
transfer characteristics of WE2 vary with E2CR.

HOW DOES THE CURRENT FLOW? THE UNDER-
LYING MODEL

Figure 1A shows a typical experimental configura-
tion for a nanopore sensor device with more than two
electrodes.23,24 The siliconnitride membrane (green,
“SiNx” if nonstochiometric) with the nanopore sepa-
rates the upper and lower compartments of the elec-
trochemical cell (reservoirs 1 and 2). Both CR and WE1
are ideal nonpolarizable electrodes, for example (ideal)
Ag/AgCl electrodes in a chloride-containing electrolyte
(Rct f 0). On the other hand, WE2 may be a metal
(e.g., Au) electrode either somewhere in the solution of
reservoir 2 or deposited onto the Si3N4 membrane.
Accordingly, Rct may vary from effectively zero to very
large values.
To illustrate the rationale behind this circuit, we shall

assume that oxidation only takes place atWE1, which is
counterbalanced by reduction at CR and WE2. The
current flowing from WE1 into the cell passes through
the nanopore and is then formally “split” between CR
andWE2. In the circuit diagram, we represent this point
as a summing point sp. Physically, sp is located where
the solution resistance measured between CR and
WE1, CR and WE2, and WE1 and WE2 is equal to
(Rs1 þ Rs2 þ Rs200), (Rs2 þ Rs20) and (Rs1 þ Rs20 þ Rs200),
respectively.
At first sight, this may appear overparameterized,

but it allows for sp to be uniquely defined both
electrically and in terms of its physical location in the
cell. Note that the solution resistances are important,

Figure 1. (A) Electrochemical setup including liquid
cell. The nanopore membrane separates two reservoirs,
1þ 2, filled with electrolyte. Ion or liquid transport be-
tween the reservoirs is only possible via the nanopore.
(B) Electric equivalent circuit model. Rs1, Rs2, Rs20, Rs200,
Rpore: solution and nanopore resistances,
respectively. Cmem = capacitance associated with the
siliconnitride membrane; Cdl, Rct = double layer
capacitance and charge transfer resistance related to
WE2; “sp” indicates a summing point (see text for further
details).
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particularly for small Rct and large E2CR, for defining the
potential drop E1sp and the current I1sp detected at
WE1. Further details regarding the mathematical deri-
vations are given in the Methods section. The two key
equations for the potential drop across the membrane
E1sp and the current detected at WE1, I1sp, are

~E1sp ¼ 1 � Yasp
YspCR þ Y1sp þ Y2sp

" #
~E1CR

� Y2sp
YspCR þ Y1sp þ Y2sp

~E2CR (1)

and

~I1sp ¼ 1 � Yasp
YspCR þ Y1sp þ Y2sp

" #
~E1CR

� Y2sp
YspCR þ Y1sp þ Y2sp

~E2CR (2)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Starting with Simplest Case: The Steady-State Pore Current at
Constant Potentials. Typical Scenario. Ametallic or metal-
coated nanopore is used as a gating device. Apply-
ing a potential to the membrane electrode allows
control of the electrochemical reactivity, the surface
charge, andmodulation of the transport characteristics.23,25

Similar devices are also used for optical detection of
DNA translocation (zero-modewaveguide technology),37

where currents across the membrane can cause corro-
sion of the metal layer in the proximity of the pore.24

For the input functions to eq 1, we have in Laplace
space ~E1CR=E1CR/sand ~E2CR=E2CR/s. After solvingeq2and
the inverse Laplace transform, we neglect any transient
behavior of I1sp(t) at short times for now, and obtain an
expression for I1sp(t) under steady-state conditions:

I1sp(t)ss ¼ Rct þ 2Rs
(Rct þ 2Rs)Rpore þ 5Rs2 þ 3RsRct

E1CR

� Rs

(Rct þ 2Rs)Rpore þ 5Rs2 þ 3RsRct
E2CR (3)

For the two limiting cases of Rct, viz. Rct f ¥ and Rct = 0,
taking Rpore. Rs, this yields

Iasp(t)ss ¼ 1
Rpore

E1CR (for Rct f ¥) (3a)

and

Iasp(t)ss ¼ 1
Rpore

E1CR � 1
2Rpore

E2CR (forRct ¼ 0) (3b)

This is in line with expectations in that a perfectly
polarizable electrode does not draw any current in
steady-state and hence does not affect the current
distribution in the cell. Any electrostatic charge on
electrode surface is screened after a few Debye lengths,
depending on the ionic strength of the solution after
ca. 1�10 nm. On the other hand, a perfectly polarizable

electrode does draw significant currents, even at long
times. The potential E2CR drops partly toward sp, altering
the effective electric field at the nanopore, cf. above. This
may lead to a zero net current and even inversion of the
current I1sp(E1sp, E2sp), as illustrated in Figure 2.

In panel A (Rct f ¥), I1sp is independent of E2CR and
the contour lines run in parallel to the E2CR-axis. How-
ever, it is linearly dependent on E1CR, varying from �5
to þ5 nA based on the parameters used.

By contrast, in case B (Rct = 0), I1sp depends linearly
on both E1CR and E2CR; the contour lines have a slope of
2, as can be easily confirmed with eq 3b setting I1sp(t)ss
= 0. The diagonal running through E1CR = E2CR = 0 V
represents the boundary between positive and negative
currents, illustrating that even for E1CR> 0, I1sp< 0 for large
enough E2sp (and equivalently the opposite relations).
E1sp is a superposition of E1CR and EspCR andhence I1sp can
be larger than for case shown in Figure 2A.

Main Conclusions. The pore conductance Gpore can
no longer be calculated easily from the pore current and
the applied bias, as in a two-electrode setup, unless the
Rct associated with WE2 is known (or Rct f ¥). The
corresponding current sources need not be an electrode,
whose potential is actively controlled: Any electrochemi-
cally active surface undergoing a Faradaic reaction under
given solution conditions (e.g., dissolution or corrosion)
will contribute to the overall current distribution in the
cell and thus affect the electric field at the nanopore.

Local Switching of Nanopore Properties: A Potential Step at
WE2. This scenario applies when the potential ofWE2 is
switched in a stepwise fashion, for example to rapidly
alter the pore charge during translocation.

In this case, ~E1CR = E1CR/s and ~E2CR = E2CR/s, as in
Figure 2A, but now the time-dependent components
in the inverse Laplace transform can no longer be
ignored for E2CR. Those for E1CR have vanished by the
timeWE2 is switched, since E1CR is taken to be constant
throughout. The current I1sp is then approximately:

I1sp(t) � Rct þ 2Rs
A2

E1CR � Rs
A2

E2CR

þ RsE2CR
1

5Rs2
A1 � 2K2

� �
(4A0A2 � A2

1)
�1=2

�

�sin
(4A0A2 � A1

2)1=2

2A0
t

 !

� 1

5Rs2
cos

(4A0A2 � A1
2)1=2

2A0
t

 !)
exp � A1

2A0
t

� �

(4)

where K1 = RctCdl, K2 = RporeCmem, and

A0 ¼ 5Rs
2K1K2

A1 ¼ (K1 þ K2)5Rs
2 þ (2RporeK1 þ 3RctK2)Rs

A2 ¼ (Rct þ 2Rs)Rpore þ (5Rs þ 3Rct)Rs
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Again, for t . t0, the exponential term in eq 4 ap-
proaches zero and the steady-state limit is recovered,
eq 3. The characteristic decay time τ = (A1/2A0)

�1 is

τ ¼ 10Rs(Rctcdt)(Rporecmem)
(5Rs þ 2Rpore)Rctcdl þ (5Rs þ 3Rct)Rporecmem

(5)

which, for Rpore, Rct . Rs and Cdl . Cmem, simplifies to

τ � 5RsCmem

The current I1sp at the beginning of the potential step is
given by

I1sp(t0) ¼ Rct þ 2Rs
(Rct þ 2Rs)Rpore þ 5R2s þ 3RsRct

E1CR

� Rs
(Rct þ 2Rs)Rpore þ 5R2s þ 3RsRct

þ 1
5Rs

 !
E2CR

� 1
Rpore

E1CR � 1
5Rs

E2CR for Rpore.Rct, Rs (6)

Equation 6 suggests that, given E1CR and E2CR, I1sp(t0)
can be both positive and negative, depending on Rpore.
The critical pore resistance Rpore at I1sp(t0 = 0) is
given by

Rcritpore ¼ 5Rs
E1CR
E2CR

� Rs
3Rct þ 5Rs
Rct þ 2Rs

(7)

and is on the order of several Rs, if E1CR ≈ E2CR.
Interestingly, similar behavior was indeed observed
experimentally,23 even though those experiments also
involved an electroactive species, complicating a
quantitative comparison with eq 3. This will be dis-
cussed in more detail below.

Main Conclusions. In general, the characteristics of
the I1sp(t) trace will depend on all elements of the
equivalent circuit above, which is illustrated in Figure 3.
Even the qualitative shape of the I1sp(t) curve depends
on the relative magnitudes of Rpore, Rct, Cmem, and Cdl.
The initial I1sp(t = t0) can be negative, positive, or zero,
depending on Rpore. The characteristic decay time

depends on Rs and Cmem, if both Rpore and Rct are
sufficiently large.

Triggering Electrochemical Reactions at the Nanopore. This
scenario refers to switching the potential of WE2, in
order to induce an electrochemical (Faradaic) reaction
atWE2, for example in generating electroactive species
at the nanopore or for electrodeposition. The latter was
exploited previously in the fabrication of metallic
nanopores using real-time ion current feedback.23

As the electrodeposition process occurs, both the
length Lpore and diameter dpore of the nanopore
change, resulting in an overall increase of Rpore over
time. For a given deposition rate a, Lpore(t) = Lpore,0þ at,
and dpore(t) = dpore,0� at. For an uncharged pore, Rpore
is then simply given by

Rpore(t) ¼ 4(Lpore þ at)

π(dpore � at)2
F (8)

F is the resistivity of the solution. Further complexity
could be added to this expression, for example a
surface term for charged pores.22 This decreases Rpore for
smalldpore, but does not add anythingqualitatively new to
the present discussion and shall thus be ignored here.

Using eq 8 in eq 4 and taking Rct, Cmem, and Cdl to be
constant, the effect of a decreasing Rpore on the
transient behavior of I1sp is shown in Figure 4 for two
different initial values of dpore = 100 nm (black, solid)
and 50 nm (red, dashed), respectively (a = 100 nm/s,
Lpore = 300 nm, F = 0.775Ω�1 m�1 (0.1 M KCl), Rct = 10
KΩ, Cdl = 23.8 μF, Cmem = 12.2 μF).

The result is very similar to the experimental data
obtained in Ayub et al.,23 lending support to the
validity of the model used here. However, it should
also be noted that in conjunction with eqs 3a and 3b,
the relation between I1sp and Rpore (and hence its
geometry) is only trivial for large Rct. In all other cases,
details of the potential distribution between CR and
WE2 as well as E2CR must be known, rendering absolute

Figure 2. Contour plots of I1sp(E1CR, E2CR), according to eqs 3a and 3b. Rpore = 100MΩ, Rs = 100Ω; the color scale is defined in
nA from�6 toþ6 nA for panel A and�8 toþ8 nA for panel B, respectively. (A) Rctf¥ (perfectly polarizable electrodeWE2),
(B) Rct = 0 (perfectly nonpolarizable electrodeWE2). Note that each color corresponds to a current range and not to a constant
current value (which are represented by the contour lines).
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size control by ion-current-controlled feedback some-
what difficult. Nevertheless, determining the deposi-
tion charge in real-timemay offer an additional control
parameter, especially when the deposition conditions
around the nanopore are known.

Main Conclusions. Electrochemical reactions,
such as electrodeposition or electrosynthesis, alter-
ing Rpore and Rct can readily be incorporated into
the model presented here. Simulation results are in
line with available experimental data around
the fabrication of metallic nanopores using bipo-
tentiostatic electrodeposition, supporting its valid-
ity. To this end, simulations indicate that absolute
size control based on ion current monitoring is
challenging with the pore current being dependent
on subtle details of the current distribution in
the cell.

Determining the Pore Conductance;Ramping the Potential
WE1. In a two-electrode nanopore device, a linear
voltage sweep is used to determine the pore resistance
from the slope of the current�voltage curve. In the
presence of additional electrodes (or more generally
current sources), however, the relation between Rpore
and I1sp no longer exists (see above) and a more
detailed analysis is required.

We employ eqs 1 and 2, but now with ~E1CR = E1CR0/s
þ v/s2 and ~E2CR = E2CR/s for E1CR = E1CR0 þ νt and E2CR =
constant, respectively. E1CR0 is the initial potential of
WE1 at the beginning of the potential sweep relative to
CR, ν the scan rate [V/s]. In the time domain, the current
I1sp(for long t) is

Figure 3. Current�time profiles for I1sp after a potential step in E2CR from 0 to 0.1 V (E1CR = 0.1 V = constant, Rs = 100Ω). (A)
Cmem = 12.2 μF, Rct = 10 KΩ, Cdl = 23.8 μF; (black) Rpore = 1 MΩ, (red) Rpore = 100 KΩ, (blue) Rpore = 10 MΩ (indistinguishable
fromblack curve). (B) Rpore = 1MΩ, Rct = 10 KΩ, Cdl = 23.8 μF; (black)Cmem= 12.2 μF, (red) Cmem= 122 μF, (blue) Cmem= 1.22 μF.
(C) Rpore = 1MΩ, Cmem= 12.2 μF, Cdl = 23.8 μF; (black) Rct = 10 KΩ, (red) Rct = 1 KΩ, (blue) Rct = 100 KΩ. (D) Rpore = 1MΩ, Cmem =
12.2 μF, Rct = 10 KΩ; (black) Cdl = 23.8 μF, (red) Cdl = 238 μF, (blue) Cdl = 2.38 μF. Note that both peak current and time depend
on Rpore, Rct, Cmem, and Cdl. Larger capacitance values result in slower current decays, as expected.

Figure 4. I1sp(t) transients employing a time-dependent
Rpore, for two different initial pore diameters of 100 nm
(black, solid) and 50 nm (red, dashed). At short times, the
two transients seem to be identical and are relatively
insensitive to thedifference inRpore. Inset:Magnifiedviewof
the low-current region with focus on longer times. Blue:
Rpore as a function of time for the two cases (logarithmic
scale). I1sp now decays much slower and is given by eq 3 or
eq 3a, if Rs , Rct, Rpore.
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I1sp(t) ¼ Rct þ 2Rs
5RS2 þ (3Rct þ 2Rpore)Rs þ RporeRct

(E1CR0 þ νt)

� Rs

5RS2 þ (3Rct þ 2Rpore)Rs þ RporeRct
E2CR

þ (Rct þ 2Rs)
2Rpore

2cmem þ Rs
2Rct

2cdl

5RS2 þ (3Rct þ 2Rpore)Rs þ RporeRct
(9)

Several observations are important from an experi-
mental point of view:

• The slope of the I1sp(E1CR) curve, which is typically
used to determine the pore conductance, is the

prefactor of (E1CR0 þ νt) and depends on Rs, Rct,

and Rpore. However, as long as Rpore . Rs, this

simplifies to 1/Rpore, for both perfectly polarizable

(Rct f ¥) and nonpolarizable (Rct f 0) electrodes

WE2. Note that, according to eq 3, the steady-
state current I1sp(t)ss does not provide a direct

measure for 1/Rpore.
• The current offset at E1CR = 0 V is dependent on
E2CR. For Rpore . Rs and Rct f 0, this intercept
changes by 1/(2Rpore) per volt applied to E2CR,
allowing for an additional estimate of Rpore, cf.
above. Given that Rpore is typically in the 100MΩ-
range, the current offset is relatively small and on
the order of 10s nA. In the opposite limit, Rpore, Rct
. Rs, the intercept changes by (Rs/Rct)(1/Rpore)
per volt applied to E2CR. Thus, if Rpore is known
from the gradient of I1sp versus E1CR, the intercept
provides an estimate of Rct.

• The actual capacitive current is the difference in
I1sp(E1CR) between the forward and the reverse
scan at given E1CR, which equals to

2
(Rct þ 2Rs)

2Rpore
2cmem þ Rs

2Rct
2cdl

5RS2 þ (3Rct þ 2Rpore)Rs þ RporeRct

Again, if Rpore. Rs, and Cdl and Cmem are both in the
nanoFarad to microFarad range, the capacitive current
is dominated by Cmem, namely equal to 2Cmemν, for Rct

f 0 and Rct f ¥. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, Cdl
does not feature prominently in this respect.

These effects are illustrated in Figure 5 below, for
variations in E2CR (left) and Rct (right). Both parameters
result in a (vertical) shift of the I1sp(E1CR) curve, since
they affect the current fromWE2 injected into or drawn
from the cell. However, the slope is still 1/Rpore in all
cases, as predicted above.

Hence, experimentally observed current offsets I1sp-
(E1CR = 0 V) 6¼ 0 may be caused by additional current
sources in the cell, including actively controlled elec-
trodes or otherwise electrochemically active (i.e., dis-
solving or corroding) surfaces. Liquid junction
potentials may be another source, which can, however,
be minimized by experimental design.

What Happens When We Ramp the Potential at WE2 Instead?
The derivation of I1sp(t) is analogous to the previous
case, except that now ~E1CR = E1CR/s and E2CR = ((E2CR0)/s)
þ v/s2 for E1CR = constant and E2CR = E2CR0 þ νt. One
expects similar expressions as in the previous section,
but there are subtle differences, in terms of both the
capacitive current and the slope of the I1sp(E2CR) curve.
For long t, one obtains

I1sp ¼ (t) ¼ Rct þ 2Rs
5Rs2 þ (3Rct þ 2Rpore)Rs þ RporeRct

E1CR

� Rs

5Rs2 þ (3Rct þ 2Rpore)Rs þ RporeRct
(E2CR0 þ vt)

� (Rpore þ 3Rs)RsRct2Cdl þ (Rct þ 2Rs)RsRpore2Cmem

5Rs2 þ (3Rct þ 2Rpore)Rs þ RporeRct
v

(10)

I1sp decreases with increasing E2CR, which is in-line with
the notion above that an increase in E2CR decreases the

potential drop across the membrane, E1sp. Since all

solution resistances are taken to be the same and equal

to Rs, the effective potential modulation at sp is atmost
1/2E2CR (for Rct f 0). Accordingly, the slope of the

I1sp(E2CR) trace is equal to �1/(2Rpore) for Rpore . Rs

and Rct f 0, and �Rs/(RctRpore) for Rct, Rpore . Rs. The

Figure 5. Simulated (cyclic) I1sp(E1CR) curves. Left: E2CR =�0.1 V, 0 V, andþ0.1 V (top to bottom), according to eq 9. Capacitive
current and offset due to E2CR are indicated. Rs = 100Ω, Rct = 1000Ω, Rpore = 10 MΩ, Cmem = 122 nF, Cdl = 23.8 μF, ν = 0.1 V/s.
(Right) Effect of Rct as indicated, Rct = 1 GΩ (red, top) and 10Ω (black, bottom). Rs = 100Ω, Rpore = 10MΩ, Cmem = 122 nF, Cdl =
23.8 μF, ν = 0.1 V/s.
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latter emerges from the fact that, at large Rct, most of
E2CR drops between sp and WE2, and not between CR
and sp, as in the previous case.

As previously, the magnitude of the capacitive
current depends on Rct. Provided that Cdl and Cmem

are again in the nanoFarad to microFarad range, the
capacitive current equals νCmem for Rpore . Rs and
Rct f 0 (perfectly nonpolarizable electrode WE2), and

2v
Rs

Rpore
Cdl

for Rpore . Rs and Rct f ¥ (perfectly polarizable
electrode WE2). In both limits, the capacitive current
for the E2CR sweep differs from the equivalent expres-
sions in the previous section, implying that suitable
potential modulation schemes for both electrodes
WE1 and WE2 can be employed to estimate the
impedance characteristics of the nanopore sensor.

Main Conclusions. Linear potential sweeps are a
standard tool for assessing the operational state of a
nanopore sensor. The observed currents, however,
depend on how the potential modulation is applied.
When ramping E1CR, the slope of the current�voltage
curve generally depends on Rs, Rct, and Rpore. It is equal
to 1/Rpore if Rpore . Rs and thus remains a suitable
means of estimating the pore geometry under typical
experimental conditions. On the other hand, a sweep
in E2CR yields a current�voltage trace, whose slope
directly depends on the solution resistance ratio be-
tween CR, sp, and WE2. This is difficult to determine
experimentally and thus does not appear to be a
reliable way to determine Rpore. The intercept at I1sp(E
= 0) in the respective current�voltage sweeps depend
on Rct; and in combination with the slope may offer a
way to estimate the actual charge transfer character-
istics of WE2 in situ. Under relevant experimental
conditions, the capacitive current depends on Cmem

only in a E1CR-sweep, whereas the situation is more
complicated for a E2CR-sweep, depending on Rct.

Impedance Spectroscopy at the Nanopore;Applying an AC
Modulation to WE2. AC modulation of the potential
at WE2 has several interesting prospects, including
local impedance spectroscopy and applications in
biosensing. To this end, Aksimentiev et al. have sug-
gested that a sinusoidal modulation can enhance the
specificity of the nanopore sensor with regards to
different short oligonucleotides.38 However, as will be
shown below, the coupling between the local electric
field at the nanopore and the potential applied to WE2
again depends on Rct in a nontrivial way.

Deriving the expressions for this case is rather
cumbersome, even if short-lived transients are neglected
for sufficiently long times. On the other hand, the
variation in frequency and amplitude of E2CR(t) offers
additional features with a view on analyzing the
impedance behavior of the nanopore sensor. With a
view on single biomolecule translocation studies,
the frequency dependence of E1sp is of particular
importance, as the potential drop across the mem-
brane governs the driving force for biopolymer
translocation through the nanopore. Moreover, the
phase angle between E2CR(t) and E1sp(t) can vary signifi-
cantly, depending on the electric characteristics of the
nanopore sensor cell and the excitation frequency.
Hence, a detailed understanding of the sensor perfor-
mance is central to using local potential modulation for
single-biopolymer analysis, such as DNA fragment sizing
or sequence analysis.

In accordance with the potential-time relations
given above, the equivalent expressions in Laplace
space are ~E1CR = E1CR/s and E2CR = E2CR0/s þ
ΔE2CR(ω/(ω

2þ s2)). E1sp already holds interesting features
and will be considered explicitly first. After solving eq 1
and inverse Laplace transform, E1sp(t) is given by

E1sp(t) ¼ (Rpore þ 2RS)(Rct þ 2RS)

5RS2 þ (Rct þ 2RS)Rpore þ 3RSRct
E1CR � Rpore þ 2RS

5RS2 þ (Rct þ 2RS)Rpore þ 3RSRct
E2CR

� RSΔE2CR
(4ω2RS

2K 2
1 þ (Rporeþ2RS)

2)(ω2K 2
1 þ 1)

2Sω4R 4
S K

2
1 K 2

2 þ [(2Rporeþ5RS)
2K 2

1 þ 2RctRporeK1K2 þ (3Rctþ5RS)
2K 2

1 ]R 2
S ω2 þ (5RS2þ(Rctþ2RS)Rporeþ3RSRct)

2

( )1=2

sin(ωtþΦ(ω))

(11)

K1 and K2 are given by RctCdl and RporeCmem, respectively. Φ(ω) is the phase angle between the excitation
E2CR(t) = E2CR0 þ ΔE2CR sin(ωt) and the local potential difference between sp and WE1, E1sp(t). Note that eq 11
converts into eq 3 for ΔE2CR = 0, as expected.

Φ(ω) ¼ atan
(6RctK2 � RporeK1)R 2

3 K 2
1 K 2

2 ω2 þ (Rpore þ 2Rs)RctK1 � (Rct þ Rs)RporeRsK2

Ks
ω

 !
(12)

K3 ¼ 10ω4R 3
s K 2

1 K 2
2 þ [(2Rpore þ 5Rs)(Rpore þ 2Rs)K

2
1 þ RctRporeK1K2 þ 2Rs(3Rct þ 5Rs)K

2
s ]Rsω

2

þ [(3Rct þ 5Rs)Rs þ (Rct þ 2Rs)Rpore](Rpore þ 2RS)
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As before, the Laplace transform of eq 11 is the new input function to eq 2, which finally yields the current I1sp
between sp and WE1.

I1sp(t) ¼ (Rct þ 2RS)

5RS2 þ (Rct þ 2RS)Rpore þ 3RSRct
E1CR � RS

5RS2 þ (Rct þ 2RS)Rpore þ 3RSRct
E2CR

� 2RSΔE2CR
(K12ω2 þ 1)(K22ω2 þ 1)

2Sω4RS
4K1

2K2
2 þ [(2Rporeþ5RS)

2K1
2 þ 2RctRporeK1K2 þ (3Rctþ5RS)

2K2
2]RS2ω2 þ (5RS2þ(Rctþ2RS)Rporeþ3RSRct)

2

( )1=2

�sin(ωtþΦ2(ω)) (13)

where Φ2(ω) is now the phase angle between E2CR(t) and I1sp(t).

Φ2(ω) ¼ atan
(3RctK2 þ 2RporeK1)RsK1K2ω2 þ (Rpore þ 3Rs)RctK1 þ (Rct þ 2Rs)RporeK2

5Rs2K1
2K2

2ω4 þ [(2Rpore þ 5Rs)RsK1
2 � RctRporeK1K2 þ (3Rct þ 5Rs)RsK2

2]ω2 þ (Rpore þ 3Rs)Rct þ (2Rpore þ 5Rs)Rs
ω

 !

(14)

Figure 6 shows the effect of the AC modulation at
WE2 on the potential drop across the membrane, E1sp,
as well as the frequency dependence of the phase
angleΦ, according to eq 12. Note that a high positive
potential at WE2 counteracts a potential drop across
the membrane, so the nominal value of the phase angle
in fact relates amaximum in E2CR to aminimum in E1sp.

Note that in Figure 6 the modulation amplitude of
E1sp is reduced significantly relative to the excitation
amplitude, which is again important with a view on
using local AC modulation for biopolymer transloca-
tion control. The relative decrease depends on Rct and
Rs, as they affect the potential drop between WE2 and
CR, and thus between WE1 and sp, cf. Figure 1B. More
quantitatively, this relation emerges from the ampli-
tude term in eq 11, which;after normalization to
ΔE2CR;is plotted Figure 7 for different values of Rct.
A number of observations are worth noting regarding
the limiting behavior of the nanopore device, in terms
of Rct andω. In the high-frequency limit,ΔE1sp/ΔE2CRf
2/5, so the local potential modulation E1sp is always only
40% of the initial excitation (given the approximations
made here). This value is also independent of Rct and
Rpore, since both resistances are “shorted out” by the
capacitances Cdl and Cmem at high frequencies. In the
low-frequency limit this is not the case: Provided that
Rpore . Rs, one obtains ΔE1sp/ΔE2CR f Rs/(Rct þ 2Rs),
which is zero for Rct f ¥ (perfectly polarizable elec-
trodeWE2), since the entire potential drop occurs at Rct
and in between sp andWE2. In the opposite limit of Rct
f 0 (perfectly nonpolarizable electrode), ΔE1sp/ΔE2CR
f 1/2 corresponding to an equal potential drop at the
two solution resistances between WE2 and CR.

More generally (and realistically), the solution re-
sistances are not all equal, and in order tomaximize the
effect of E2CR,AC on E1sp, the cell design needs to be
such that Rs20 , Rs2.

Finally, we illustrate the effect of E2CR(t) (black, dashed
line) on E1sp(t) (red, dash-dot) and I1sp(t) (black, solid) at

different linear frequencies of 10 and 100 Hz in Figure 8
(left). The panel on the right-hand side shows the phase
angles Φ (blue, dash-dot) and Φ2 (black, solid), as well
as the difference Φ2 � Φ (red, dashed) (see figure cap-
tion for further details).

First, as discussed above and shown in Figure 7, the
amplitude of E1sp relative to E2CR depends on fre-
quency and is larger for 100 Hz than for 10 Hz (Rct =
10 kΩ). Due to the change in Φ and Φ2, the exact
relation between E2CR, E1sp, and I1sp also varies, render-
ing the precise control of ion and biopolymer transport
through the nanopore more difficult. A thorough
characterization of the cell impedance should thus
precede any biopolymer translocation experiments.

Table 1 summarizes the limiting cases for Rctf 0 and
Rctf¥ in the lowandhigh frequency limits, respectively.
If Rct is small, say due to a fast interfacial reaction, efficient
mass transport toward the electrode surface or a large
electrode area, the limit ofωf 0 corresponds to adding
another DC voltage ΔE2CR to E2CR, and thus to some
degree also to E1sp (i.e., ΔE2CR drops in accordance with
the solution resistance). In the opposite limit of ω f ¥,
ΔE2CR also affects E1sp, but now the current I1sp is mainly
determined by the solution resistances and usually large
withRs typically in the 100Ω range; the impedance of the
capacitive elements goes to zero. Even if the amplitudeof
the potential modulation is small, say 0.005 V, the condi-
tion Rpore. Rs implies that the AC part of I1sp is orders of
magnitude larger than the DC components, dominating
the overall current response.

For large Rct f ¥ and ω f 0, the phase angles are
90�, but note that in this limit the AC components of
E1sp and I1sp drop to zero. This is expected, since under
these conditions no charge can be transferred across
the solution/WE2 interface, where also the entire po-
tential drop between WE2 and CR occurs. This is also
the reason why E2CR does not affect E1sp in this limit.

At high frequencies,ωf¥, Cdl short-circuits Rct and
E2CR does affect the potential distribution in the cell
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again. The component of I1sp is again unaffected by
E2CR, but the amplitude of the AC current is determined
by Rs andΔE2CR. As before, this can bemuch larger than
the DC contribution to the current and ultimately
dominate the current detected at WE1.

Main conclusions. As shown previously, the poten-
tial drop across the membrane E1sp depends on the
potential applied to WE2 and the relative potential
drops between CR, sp, and WE2. In AC modulation,
however, the latter depends on the impedance of the
capacitive elements, too, which are frequency-depen-
dent. Since the potential drop across the membrane is
often the dominating driving force for biopolymer
translocation, a comprehensive impedance character-
ization of the nanopore sensor is needed. Interestingly
in the high-frequency regime, the nanopore current is
governed to a large extent by the solution resistance Rs
with Rpore “shorted out” by Cmem., at least in the model
circuit usedhere. Since Rs is typically small compared to
Rpore, the corresponding current can be large.

Potential Modulation at WE2 in the Presence of Interfacial
Reactions. Interfacial redox reactions on the surface of
WE2 affect the current distribution in the electroche-
mical cell. The reaction rate and thus the associated
Faradaic current is generally potential-dependent, and
expected to vary during an AC voltage swing. In the
following, we shall assume the presence of a generic
redox couple, present in solution at equal concentra-
tions, that undergoes oxidation/reduction at WE2 with
a characteristic equilibrium redox potential E0. We shall
further assume that Rct is governed by the surface
reaction and not mass transport toward the surface.

So far Rct was assumed to take particular values
from very large to zero; however, its potential-depen-
dence has so far been ignored. While this may be
unimportant when the potential modulation of WE2
is small or when Rct does not vary much relative to
other sources of resistance in the cell, it is more
relevant at large potentials or when Rct is on the same
order as Rs. Note that, even if full potential control is

maintained, that is, the potential drop at the WE2/

solution interface is unaffected by E1CR, the latter

contribution to I1sp will still be affected by a change

in Rct (Figure 9, cf., eq 10.
The potential dependence of Rct can bewritten as in

eq 15, implying that mass transport is not limiting the
current (at WE2), vide supra.

Rct
�1 ¼ nzFz

RT
Ael Rka0Csurf

R exp
RnFE
RT

� �"

þ (1 � R)kc0Co
surf exp �(1 � R)nFE

RT

� ��
(15)

where n is the number of electrons transferred per redox
event; F is Faraday's constant; R is the universal gas
constant; T is the temperature; Ael is the electrode area;
R is the transfer coefficient taken to be 0.5; ka

0 and kc
0 are

potential-independent parts of the anodic and cathodic
interfacial charge transfer rate constants, respectively;
cR

surf, cO
surf are the surface concentration of reduced and

oxidized species; E is the applied potential, relative to the
equilibrium potential E0 of the redox species involved in
charge transfer (overpotential), E = E2CR � E0.

Compared to Figure 2, which shows the same plots
of I1sp for Rct = 0 Ω and Rct f ¥, the current�voltage
characteristics are qualitatively different. While rela-
tively little happens around the redox potential of the
hypothetical redox couple (Rct > Rs), I1sp changes
rapidly when Rct becomes smaller than Rs at larger
overpotentials. Both oxidized and reduced redox spe-
cies are present in solution, allowing for a significant
steady-state current at high and low potentials, respec-
tively. Nevertheless, I1sp is still asymmetric with respect
to E2CR (due to E0 6¼ 0), which is reminiscent of diode-
like behavior in electrostatically asymmetric conical
pores.35,39�41 Note, however, that the origin of the

Figure 6. (Left) Modulation of E1sp as a function of AC
excitation E2CR,AC(t) (dashed line) at different DC potentials,
top to bottom E2CR = �0.1 V (green), 0 V (red), and þ0.1 V
(black). Frequency, ω = 2π10 Hz ≈ 63 Hz; amplitude, 10 mV
(p�p). (Right) Phase angle Φ between E2CR and E1sp.

Figure 7. Simulation of ΔE1sp/ΔE2CR(ω) for increasing Rct
(top to bottom): 10 kΩ (magenta), 1 kΩ (blue), 100 Ω
(green), 10Ω (red), and 1Ω (black).Cdl = 23.8 μF, Cmem= 12.2
μF, Rpore = 1 MΩ, Rs = 100Ω. At high frequencies the effect
of Rct is negligible, but at low frequencies ΔE1sp/ΔE2CR(ω) is
strongly affected. Note that, at intermediate ω, the fre-
quency dependence of ΔE1sp/ΔE2CR(ω) can be rather com-
plex and difficult to predict without comprehensive electric
characterization of the nanopore device.
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rectification effect is quite different here and simply
rooted in the altered current distribution in the cell, rather
than the modulation of the pore conductance itself.
Accordingly, the asymmetry would increase if only one
redox state was present in significant amounts.

In the case of small amplitude ACmodulation onWE2,
the potential dependence of Rct will generally have a small
effect on I1sp(t). Significant distortions of the sinusoidal
response do occur however, when Rct varies significantly
around Rs during a voltage swing. This is because Rct then
has a significant effect on the local potential distribution at
sp, which in turn affects the current across the pore. The
effect is illustrated in Figure 10 based on eq 13 and a
sinusoidal potential modulation onWE2 (linear frequency,
1 Hz; amplitude, 10 mV (p�p). Rct in eq 15 then becomes
time-dependent (E1CR = 0.05 V; E2CR =�0.25 V;ΔE2CR = 0.1
V; E0 =�0.01 V; all other parameters for Rct as above) and
varies from 70 to 3470Ω.

Such current�time characteristics could potentially
be exploited to fine-tune the electric driving force for
biopolymer translocation and warrants further experi-
mental investigation.

Main Conclusions. This section briefly considers the
effect of a potential-dependent Rct on the nanopore
sensor performance. Interestingly, interfacial redox

Figure 8. Simulated system responses in the domain (panels on the left) and phase angle (right panel) according to
eqs 11� 14. Cmem = 12.2 μF, Cdl = 23.8 μF, Rs = 100Ω, Rct = 10 kΩ, Rpore = 1 MΩ, E1CR = 0.1 V, E2CR,DC = 0.1 V, amplitude: 0.01 V
(p�p). (Left panels) Potential- and current�time traces for f = 10 Hz (top) and 100 Hz (bottom). Dashed (black) and dash-
dotted (red) lines: E1sp(t) and E2CR(t), respectively (right axis). Solid (black) lines: I1sp(t) (left axis). (Right panel) Phase angle
Φ2(ω) (black, solid) andΦ(ω) (dash-dot, blue) and the difference between the two (dashed, red) corresponding to the phase
angle between E1sp and I1sp.

TABLE 1. Comparison of Phase Angles, E1sp and I1sp in Different Limits of Rct and ω

Rct f 0 Rct f ¥

ω f 0 ω f ¥ ω f 0 ω f ¥

Φ 0 0 90� 0
Φ2 0 0 90� 0
E1sp �1/2ΔE2CR þ DC �2/5ΔE2CR þ DC DC part only �1/5ΔE2CR þ DC

DC = E1CR � 1/2ΔE2CR DC = E1CR
I1sp �(1/(2Rpore))ΔE2CR þ DC �(1/(5Rs))ΔE2CR þ DC DC part only �(1/(5Rs))ΔE2CR þDC

DC = (1/(Rpore))(E1CR � 1/2ΔE2CR) DC = (1/(Rpore))E1CR

Figure 9. Contour plot of I1sp as a function of E1CR and E2CR,
based on eq 3, but with a potential-dependent Rct, eq 15. E0

= 0.05 V vs CR, Rct(E2CR = E0) = 26 kΩ, decreasing to ∼1Ω at
large E2CR:n=1, ka

0 = kc
0 = 1� 10�3, cR

surf = cO
surf = 1� 10�3,

Ael = 1 � 10�5; T = 298 K. Note that the colors indicate
current ranges, not constant current value (to which the
contour lines correspond).
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reactions can result in an apparent rectification of the
current across the nanopore. This “pseudo-rectification”
behavior is, however, rooted purely in the interfacial elec-
tron transfer kinetics and not in preferential ion transport.

In the case of small-amplitude AC modulation, the
potential-dependence of Rct is only a minor factor,
unless Rct ≈ Rs. In the latter case, the impact on the
pore current is notable, leading to significant distortions
in pore current�time trace and in the electric field
driving biopolymer translocation through the pore.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown for a model three-
electrode nanopore sensor device that the charge
transfer characteristics of each electrode need to be
taken into account for a full understanding of the

sensor performance. While the exact circuit represen-
tation of a nanopore sensor will depend on the actual
cell design, including electrode geometries, distances,
materials etc., and may need adaptation, the main
conclusions from our study remain valid. On a funda-
mental level, the role of Rct is important for the inter-
pretation of ion current and pore conductance data, for
example, to extract the pore geometry, as the direct
connection between Rpore and ion current is generally
lost, whenever additional current sources are present
in the cell. Our model provides guidelines as to when
the charge transfer characteristics of additional elec-
trodes are expected to be important for device perfor-
mance. Moreover, the consequences extend to
applications where precise control of biopolymer
transport through the pore is required, for example
in DNA fragment sizing or sequencing. With a view on
local AC modulation of the translocation field, Rct
crucially affects the phase angle between the po-
tential modulation at WE2 and the driving field
across the membrane. Accordingly, the electric field
strength at the pore may be large when the poten-
tial modulation is at a minimum, and vice versa.
Finally, our simulations point to the fact that even at
relatively low frequencies, the overall current is
dominated by capacitive charging or ultimately by
the relatively low solution resistance, rendering the
detection of small nanopore conductance modula-
tions rather difficult.
Ultimately, the model presented could readily be

extended to include other electrode geometries or
more than three electrodes, for example toward devel-
oping an understanding of four-electrode tunneling
junction/nanopore devices for DNA sequencing
applications.

METHODS
According to Kirchoff's First Rule, I1sp must be equal to the

sum of the currents between sp and CR, and sp and WE2,
respectively.

I1sp þ I2sp þ IspCR ¼ 0 (16)

The currents through each branch are governed by their
admittance Y and the potential difference between sp and the
respective electrode. Note, however, that the potential at sp, Esp,
is dependent on I1sp, I2sp, and IspCR. Hence

~IspCR ¼ YspCR ~EspCR ¼ 1
Rs2

~EspCR (17a)

~I1sp ¼ Y1sp ~E1sp

¼ 1þ sCmemRpore

Rpore þ (Rs1 þ R
00
s2)(1þ sCmemRpore)

~E1sp (17b)

~I2sp ¼ Y2sp ~E2sp ¼ 1þ sCdlRct
Rct þ Rs20(1þ sCdlRct)

~E2sp (17c)

where s is the (imaginary part of the) Laplace parameter, s = iω.
~E1CR is the sum of the potential differences between sp and CR
(in Laplace space), and WE1 and sp, respectively (~E1CR =
~EspCR þ ~E1sp). An analogous expression also applies to ~E2CR.
In combination with eqs 16 and 17, this yields

~EspCR ¼ Y1sp ~E1CR þ Y2sp
~E2CR

YspCR þ Y1sp þ Y2sp

¼ ~E1CR � ~E1sp (18)

and equation 1 for ~E1sp.
This expression represents an important result, as it stands for

the potential difference between WE1 and sp and thus the
driving force behind ion and biopolymer transport through the
nanopore. The current measured at WE1, ~I1sp, can readily be
calculated using eq 1 as the new input function in eq 2.
Different input functions for E1CR and E2CR can now be

entered into eq 1; I1sp in the time-domain is obtained from
eq 2 after inverse Laplace transform. The resulting expressions
are in some cases relatively cumbersome and, in order to keep
the mathematical expressions reasonably simple, all solution
resistances will be taken to be numerically equal (correspond-
ing to choosing a particular cell and electrode geometry) and
given by Rs. This has only minor (quantitative) effects on the

Figure 10. The effect of a potential-dependent Rct on the
shape of I1sp(t). Significant distortions of the sinusoidal
excitation occur, when Rct is on the order of Rs: (black, solid
line) Rct(t) varies from 70 Ω to 3470 Ω, according to eq 15;
(red, dashed line) Rct = 70 Ω; (blue, dash-dotted line)
Rct = 3470 Ω (further details are given in the text).
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final result, for example for Rct f 0 and constant E1CR and E2CR,
when the potential drop between sp and WE2 is always exactly
1/2E2CR, rather than a fraction Rs2/(Rs2 þ Rs20).
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